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· ~.wASTIC YIELDING OF AXIAII.y-SYIIilmTaiC &35 ·~m NON-sY~TlUC 

V-N'Oi'CR 

L. DIETRICH and W .. SZC'"".l&EPIUSXI, W.ABSAW 

I ... Introduction 

The problem of the stress distribution and mode of deformation 

.. of plane strain and plane stress notched bars of a perfectly pla

stic-rigid material io rather well elabo~ated.~ number of papers 

dealing with this problem have been published starting from the 

classi~ papers by Hill ( 1 J and Bishop {2] .For axially symmetric 

no'tc:hed bars-,however, the solution based on the Iiuber-von W.ses 

yield criterion anG the associated flow rule is still unavailable, 

because as shown by Hill [3) the system of equations is not hyper

bolic and therefore the method of characteristics cannot be used. 

Shield [4] has shown that i:f the Tresca yield criterion with 

the associate~ flow rule,along with the Haar-Karman hypothesis,is 

employed,the system of governing equations bec6mes ~perbolic.He 

presented the numerical solution to the problem of indentation of 

a plastic infinite body by a flat axially symmetric punch.As shown 

by McClintock [5] this solution !Ilay be spplied to the problem of 

an axially symmetric bar with a slit-shaped notch undergo~ ten

sion.This ~an be done by simply changing respectively signs and 

indexes of stresses and velocities. 
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Analogous solution ~or bars with V-shaped and various rounded 

notchee,along with the experimental veri~ication,have been presen

ted in the previous paper [61. 

In this study section J the plastic incipient flow of V-notched 

axially sylllJiletric bars with di~~erent slope o~ both generators is 

considered.The theoretical solution shows that the yield point load 

is then greater than for a symmetrically notched bar.This effect 

is similar to that obtained for the punch indentation problem [71 

under conditions of axia1 symmetry where,in contrast to the analo

gous plane strain solution;the yield point average stresses over 

the surface of the punch are greater for the rough punch than for 

a smooth one. 

Theoretical yield point loads have been verified experimentally. 

Three sets of notched specimens of an aluminium alloy have been 

tested.The experimental results demonstrate that the yield point 

load calculated for perfectly plastic material has real signi~i

cance ~or ductile metals. 

II.Dasic equations. 

The detailed analysis of the axially symmetric flow of a rigid

-plastic material obeying the Tresca yield criterion and the asso

ciated flow rule is given by Shield [41.To make this paper suffi

ciently self-contair.ed a n~ber of necessary equations will be 

given below. 

:he stresses at any point of the plastic region of the axially 

symmetric notched bar are represented in the principal stress 

space 01 , e2 , 03 by points located on that edge of the Tresca 

hexagonal pris~ for which 

Ill 

and 

(2) 
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where 01 and 62 (6i>62 l are the principal stresses in the meridio

nal plane,and 03=c9 is the circumferential stress. 

Since equations I 1) and ( 2) impose two independent conditions 

on the ~our stress components or , oz ' tzr and 6a the state o£ 

stress may expressed by two indepencent parameters ~ and p , whose 

meaning is indieated in £ig.l.Consequently we can write 

5z = p + k sin Z-8- , Lzr = k cos 219- , 
(3) 

6r = p - k sin 2~ , 6a = p - k • 

The sutstitution o£ the expression into the equilibrium equations 

yields a ~yperoolie system of two quasi-linear partial differential 

equations with two unknown £unctions p ,~and two independent 

variables r , z .The equations of the characteristics of this sys

tem have the form 

~ = tantJ dp - 2k d~ = !(dz- dr) r 

~or the first family o~ lines, called later Cl(. - :f'amily ,and 

2! = - CO-t~ cU , dp;, 2k d\9.=- ~(dz + dr) 

~or the second family,called P- family. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The vector o£ the flow velocity in the meridional plane r , z 

ean be expressed by the components v~ and v~ along the ~ and ~ 

lines,r~spectively.If use is made of the isotropy cond~tion and of 

the incompressibility condition,these components must satisfy the 

equations 

dvot - v~ d'l9- = - ( vG( ~ot~ - v~) dz/2r along an CJ...- line, 

along a fJ- l ine. 

Equat.ions ( 5) were given by Hill [8] and later by Shield [ 4]. 

(5} 

For the velocity field to be associated with the stress field 

the ~allowing inequalities must be satisfied 

(6) 
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where tl and e2. are the principal strain rates in t.'l:le r , z plane, 

and f) = Ee is the circumferential strain rate. 

The solution of particul~ problems consists in numerical or 

graphical integration of the equations (4) and ( 5) .So:J.viDg sub

sequently appropriate boUD..dary value problems for st=esses and 

velocities,we finally obtain the stress and velocity fields.In 

this paper solutions are obtained by a graphical method elaborated 

by J.lroz [ 9] for axially sylll\Uet.ric plastic :flow. 

III.Stress fields 

Let us consider a V-notched axially symmetric bar with different 

slope of both generators ( Fig.2) .The generator of the upper part 

of the notch makes with the r-axis the angle w ,while the genera

tor of the lower part makes the angle r being smaller than w • 

The bar is loaded by two opposite tensile forces.Graphie&l solu

tions were obtained for notches with angles w= 60° (Fig.)) ann 
w = )0° (Fig.4). 

The stress field in region ~C is determined by the stress free 

S'..tr:f'ace AE, the :fan at the singular point A being terminated by the 

slip-·line AC which meets the axis of aymmetry at an angle of 45° 

at C. 

The extensionft of the stress field into the upper and lower ri

gid parts of the bar were obtained by assuming the mat~ial to be 

fully plastic. 

The extension into the upper part is similar to that given by 

Eason a.ud Shield [ 71 :for the punch indentation problem. The c;(-line 

EC together with the condition that slip-lines meet the axis of 

3ymmetry at angles 45° ,determines the stress field to the left of 

the p -line through B. The field to the right of the p -line through 

B may be obtained by solving the inverse Cauctcy boundarJ' value pro-
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blem,assuming the line BX to be eypothetieal stress-free surf'ace 

of the bar.Depending on the value o~ the angle w one or two sho

cks are introduced at the points ll and X,wher~ the (3 -lines begin 

to intersect one another.The discontinuity lines are shown by bro

ken lines.The eypothetical atreas-:rree boundary is parallel to_ the 

axis of symmetry at the point K.The stress-..discontinuity line KE 

is termi.Dati!J8 the stress field.Above KE the stress is uniarlal 

tension or comp1•ession parallel to the z-axis and not violating the 

yield criterion as shown in both figures. 

Let us consider now the extension into the lower part of the bar. 

The (3 -line AC together with the condition that slip-lines meet 

the arls of symmetry at angles of 45° determinee the stress f'ield 

in the curvilinear triangle ACOH.The angle of the slip-line fan 

at A must be equal to the angle ot the upper :fan at A.The stress

-free boundary AF was obtained in the same .manner as the upper 

boundary ABK.Depending on the value of w the atress discontinu

ities are introduced at the point F or R,where the ~-lines begin 

to intersect one another.The stress field was terminated by the 

stress discontinuity line FG, below which the stresa is uniaxial 

tension or eompression.The calculated values o£ stresses shown in 

Figs.; and 4 do not exceed the yield point. 

The total forces acting on both t erminating discontinuity sur

faces KE and FG were ~ound to be within 6.~ ~ of the force calcu

lated on the narrowest cross-section A.O.This discrepancy may be 

attributed to the inaccur·acy of the graphical method used in this 

work. 

The stress fields obtained "for both cases are statically admis

sible and the calculated yield point loads are lower bounds for the 

tensile forcE::. 
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It is interesting to note that the smaller is w the more the 

tange12t line to the stress-free surface .lF at A approaches to the 

gen~ator AB. at the upper part at the notch.For w = 24° we have 

w :a: 6 and both lines coincide.Thus the solution obtained for 

w z 2·4° is valid tor the limit case ot the slit-notch malci.Dg an 

ugle of 24° with the r-arls as shown in Fig.5.~ w < 24° the solu

tion o:t type described abaTe cannot be constructed,beeauae the 

stress~~ree boundar;, AF ot the lower ex'tension of the stress field 

intersects the bcnm.da17 AB ot tile upper part of the bar. 

The total load o~ the incipient plastic :f'low has teen obtained 

tor both ealculated eases W = 60° and LJ = )0° ~ means of numeri

cal integration alcmg the radius OA of the narrowest cross-section 

(7) 

The yield point loa.d factor ot the notched bar wi11 be detined 

as the ratio 

:f' • .P*/P
0 

, (B) 

where P
0 

a 2'Jt'R2t is the yield poi.Bt load ~ the smooth bar with 

"the diameter 2R. 

For w= 60° the !ield point load factor is t 60o = 1.75 and for 

w= l0° is found to be :r30o = 2.42.For ·W = 90° it is obviously 

t 90o c l.OO.The continuous line 1 in Fig.6 plotted through the 

ealeula~ed points gives the ftl.ue of ~e load factor f'or an arbi

~ aJ'l&le w o:f' the notch.Th~ lower continuous line 2 gives the 

load taetorlt for ~etricallJ' v-notehed bars [6] ,i.e. for t = w. 

The exaet Yalues o:f' the load factors for non-symmetrically notched 

bars with angles w ( 24° are not known.For practical purposes, 

however,·their appro~mate values · ~ be obtained :f'roa the straight 

line through the points A and B.The dashed line l shows the load 
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factor values for ~lane strain bars with V-shaped notches. 

IV .Velocity field 

Let us assume that the incipient plastic :now is confined to 

the region ABC.The ri~id parts of the bar mOTe with the veloei ty 

v0 as shown in Fig.2.!t is more conTenient,however,to assume with

out loss of generali~, that the upper part of the bar is fixeC1 

( v = 0 ) and the lower part moTe& downwards with the Teloci 'tJ' 2v 
0

• 

Such conditions can be obtained by superposition of the rigid 

translation of the bar do'llllwards with the Teloci ty v 
0

• 

The velocity field in the re&ion ABC ·must aatisf~ the. conditions 

that the normal Telocity across {3-line AC is continuous and that 

the normal velocity across ot-line BC is zero.Thus along BC vfJ = 0 

and the 1''irst of equations ( 5) gives 

VOl : A/'(r on BC , 

where A is a constant. To avoid an intini te value of Ve1. at C the 

constant A must be set equal to zero.Thus 

Vcc :V~ :: 0 on BC , ( 9) 

The condition that the normal velcci~ across ~C must be conti

nuous implies 

on AC , 

Thus the second ot equations (5) takes the form 

dvt. + 2 v
0 

sin,. d1J. + (Tp - 2 v
0 

\!OS~)~~ • 0 • 

Integrating this equation we obtain 

vp - 2 v 
0 

cos1} = yf, 

(10) 

(11) 

\12) 

where B is a eonstant.A similar argument to the above shows that 

B = O,so that 

vp = 2 v
0 

cos'\9- along AC • (13), 

The conditions (9) and (l))constitute the charac·teristic boun

dar,y value problem for the veloei ty equations ( 5} ,and define the 
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Yeloeiq field in the entire region ABC.Sinee the velocity problem 

i~ llimnar to that considered ~ Eason and Shield [71, the same 

pocedure ~ be uaed in our caae.In the preeent atuccy this field 

has llOt bee eal.culated,uul theretore the numerical check of ine

q.uali ti• (I ) eould not be li&Cle. 

'I.Xxperimental. re.W. ts 

!hree seta or apeeiaens were tested to determine the yield point 

-rar uial:cy QDU~atric bars with various. angles w .The material of 

all apeea...e- wu ~~ al.WiliniUm all.CQ: P4l3 (according to .. polish stan

darta ) contaixdn& 5 pereent o~ magnesium. 

·A. minrnl ~daulic teatiag machine and h.iJage-~pe ti ttings 

were uaecl ill order to minimize the posaibii.e banding of the bar. 

:DetOl.'IIA"tiOU' were reeo:rded bJ means ot a m.eehauieal extensom.eter 

with two o.cn. - dinsicm dial. gauges and 60 DUD. gauge length,applied 

cm the ~aee o-r .. eh specimen a.t diametric:~ opposite positions. 

Iil order to eliminate ponible S'li.gth derlationa :rrom a~e'bey, 

'th• def'ormatiOJUr were tata aa the mean value of readinp ot both 

tit1 gaugee.It ns totmd that such measuring .technique assures 

po4 reprodaeillilitJ ~ aperiactal results. 

Ill the :first set six specimens with .arious angles w haTe· been 

t•tecl.Diaenaicma ar apeciaea are aho111i. in iig. 7, where al.ao ini

tial portiau of the conY'mti.cm.al. rlreaa 0 a P/1
0 

(F
0 

a1f.R2 ) - ~
cmga.tiOJl. ~1 cJiagrUl are preaeatecl.Sinee the diagrams do not dia

plq e1~ .. iaiue Jield poillt atres•ea,a eanventioilal. definition 

of' tiLe P,elcl a:nrage stress t1" ia bltroduced aa the point a't whieh 

the tanaent mo4ulu.8' reachea the Yalae O.l 'UmCC ,where ot ia the 

aaat• whim Ukea the iDitial atraipt portion of the diagram with 

the etoaaati011 aia.Tha actual Ji,eld point loa4 factor was then 

eatnlat .. ~ the :t'ormula t 8: .o•tet
0

,where 0
0 

is the actual &Ten&a 
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yield point stress obtained experimentally for an unnotched bar. 

The experim.en tal values of the load factor are shown as small 

stars in Fig.6. 

In the same manner a set of sper:im.ens with symmetrical notched 

( w = r) has been tested. The material was also the r~; aluminium al

lo~ and the same measuring technique has been used.The experimenta1 

yield point load :t'actors are marked in Fig.6 b;y small circles. 

In the last set IJ specimens of the PAJ aluminium allo;y were 

tested.All dimensiOIW including notch angle were the same except 

the diameter 2e of' the upper part ( .rig.B) • Thus the i.nf'luence of 

the e/H ratio on the yield point load has been investigated.Fig.B 

shows same of the obtained conventional stress-elongation diagram8 

for Tarious c/R ratioe.Arrows indicate the conventional yield 

point averag~ stress estimated in the manner described above. 

Thus obtained yield point stresses are shown by small circles in 

Fig.9. 

fhe heaT,y lines show the theoretical estimates of yield point 

.average stresses.For c/R ) 1.78 the extended slip-line field from 

Fig.) lies entirely within the actual contour of the upper part of 

the bar.Thus to the right of' ~ = 1.78 the yiel~ point stress is 

constant for arbitrary c/R •• or c/R < 1.78 the exact solution is 

still unuailable and the lower and upper bounda on the ;yield point 

load can only be calculated.A lower bound may be obtained f'rom the 

field shown in !'ig.lO.It the actua1 e/R ratio ia to small tor the 

given w1 ,we can always :t'ind such an angle w2 tor which the exten

ded stress field will be inscribed entirely within the actual con

tour ot the bar.The load factor taken from l!'ig.6 tor w 2 :rurniah.es 

a lo~er bound on the actual load factor.ln upper bound on the 

yield point load may be found bJc equating the work done by both 
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tensile forces P to internal dissipated energy for any kinematical

ly ad~issible eeformation mode,considered as plastic only.In this 

study the upper bounds have been calculated by assuming a siaple 

collapse moae containing a shear plane making an angle of 45° with 

the axis of symmetry.This collapse mechanism gives the best upper 

bounds for c/R <. 1. 59 .For 1. 59 <. c/R <. 1. 78 the better upper bound 

on the yicle load will be connected with the slip-linP mechanism. 
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